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What does Google say 
about you?
2
“     ...the construction of online identities or persona is now an essential activity for the academic both from the 
perspective of university value and 
individual/career value.”
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Curate you! : Guidelines 
◈ Establish your professional identity
◈ Build your network
◈ Be Consistent!
◈ Monitor yourself
◈ Track your impact
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5Curating 
your 
online 
presence
https://faculty.washington.edu/sr320/
Scholarship@Claremont : 69,846 
(average DLs/month)
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Research networking
7
Scholarship.claremont.edu
Academia.edu
ResearchGate.com
Copyright,
Ethics,
&
Sharing
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http://authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com/sharing-your-work/
Impact
9
Make 
your 
research 
work 
for you!
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Place your screenshot here
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ORCID
Persistent digital 
identifier that 
distinguishes you 
from every other 
researcher.
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Publishers, Funders, AltMetrics & ORCID
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We have 
your back!
Jessica Greene@ the CCL
& 
Allegra Swift @ the CCL
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